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I. INTRODUCTION

In this proceeding, the Public Utilities Commission of Ohio (“PUCO” or 

“Commission”) will review the joint application (“Joint Application”) filed on May 3, 

2012, by Ohio Edison Company (“OE”), The Cleveland Electric Illuminating Company 

(“CEI”), and The Toledo Edison Company (“TE”) (jointly referenced herein as 

“Applicants” or “the Companies”).  Through the Joint Application, the Companies’ seek 

the PUCO’s authority to collect certain phase-in costs and financing costs from customers 

through a process called securitization. 

The proposed collection would occur through the issuance of phase-in-recovery 

bonds (“PIR Bonds”) in an aggregate amount up to $555 million.  This is the first 

proceeding for securitization under R.C. 4928.23 through 4928.2318 (Ohio’s utility 

securitization law), and is of great importance to the residential customers served by the 

Applicants.
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The Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel (“OCC”) and PUCO Staff (“Staff”) 

filed initial comments in this proceeding on June 25, 2012.1  The Commission requested 

that reply comments be filed by July 9, 2012. OCC appreciates the opportunity to submit 

reply comments on behalf of the 1.9 million residential customers of the Applicants.

II. SUMMARY OF OCC COMMENTS

As this is the first proceeding for securitization under Amended Substitute House 

Bill 364 (“HB 364”), the Commission’s decision is of particular importance for the 

protection of the residential customers served by the Applicants.  The Applicants’ 

customers will ultimately be asked to pay for all the prudently incurred costs associated 

with the proposed securitization; however, they will benefit from the potential savings of 

a properly structured securitization.  

The Ohio securitization statute requires that the customers’ net cost savings from 

the proposed securitization be measurably enhanced2 as a result of exchanging the high-

interest debt issued by the electric distribution utilities (“EDUs”) with a new lower-cost 

debt issued by a special purpose entity (“SPE”). The financing order required for the 

proposed securitization should also fully coincide with state electric service policy, as 

specified in R.C. 4928.02.3

                                                
1 See In the Matter of the Joint Application of Ohio Edison Company, The Cleveland Electric Illuminating 
Company and The Toledo Edison Company for Authority to Issue Phase-In-Recovery Bonds and Impose, 
Charge and Collect Phase-In-Recovery Charges and for Tariff and Bill Format Approvals Change, Case 
No. 12-1465-EL-ATS, Entry (May 25, 2012) at 2.

2 R.C. 4928.232 (D)(2). (Emphasis added).  

3 R.C. 4928.232(D)(1).
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The Companies’ requested that the PUCO issue a financing order on an expedited 

basis by August 1, 2012.4  But OCC recommended that the PUCO use the full 135 days 

permitted under the statute to review, consider, approve, and/or modify the financing 

order required for the proposed securitization.5  Using the full 135 days permitted under 

the statute will enable the parties, and Commission, time to conduct a more 

comprehensive review of the proposed securitization, and to ensure that the securitization 

will result in measurably enhanced benefits to customers.  

OCC suggested that the PUCO hire an independent financial advisor to review the 

reasonableness and prudency of the Applicants’ proposal. Specifically, an independent 

advisor can analyze the up-front and ongoing financing costs (transaction costs and 

interest rates) as proposed in the Joint Application that customers will be asked to pay, 

and can also assure that the benefits for customers are measurably enhanced.6

Finally, OCC recommended that the PUCO modify several terms and conditions 

proposed by the Applicants for the PIR Bonds.  The terms and conditions in the Joint 

Application that OCC suggested the Companies modify or explain include: 1) the method 

of selecting the investment banking firm by the Applicants, 2) the proposed marketing 

and pricing of the PIR Bonds through private negotiations, 3) the proposed structure of 

the PIR Bonds that relied on securities with a long maturity rate, and 4) the sum of the 

up-front financing costs.  In this regard, the Companies failed to establish that the process 

for selecting the investment banking firm, the proposed method of marketing the PIR 

                                                
4 See Joint Application at 37.

5 OCC Initial Comments at 15-18.

6 See, for example, OCC Initial Comments at 21-22.
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Bonds, and the proposed structure of the PIR Bonds have met the requirements of the 

statute.   

Staff also filed its Comments and Recommendations (“Staff Initial Comments”) 

on June 25, 2012, and proposed a number of additional requirements to the Joint 

Application.  To this end, Staff recommended that the Companies issue an advice letter 

with the Commission, which is to include a certificate of compliance from the Companies 

for each series of PIR Bonds, following the determination of the final terms of the PIR 

Bonds, and prior to the issuance of the PIR Bonds.7  The purpose of the advice letter is to 

establish: 1) the total amount of PIR charges being securitized, 2) to confirm compliance 

with issuance standards, 3) confirm the actual terms and structure of the PIR bonds being 

issued, 4) establish the initial PIR charges for retail users, and 5) to identify the SPE. 8  

OCC supports these additional requirements  

The Staff also recommended that PIR Bonds only be issued with fixed interest 

rates,9 and that flexibility in establishing the terms and conditions for the PIR Bonds to 

accommodate changes in market conditions should only be permitted prior to the 

issuance of the bonds.10  Staff further suggested that the Commission require the 

Companies to seek approval of the securitization structure after the pricing of the PIR 

Bonds, if the up-front financing cost and/or the on-going financial cost(s) exceed a 

                                                
7 See Staff’s Initial Comments at 19.  See also, Attachment 1 where Staff included a sample advice letter.

8 Id. at Exhibit 1.

9 Id. at 20-21.

10 Id. at 23.
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threshold of 105% of the estimated costs provided in the Joint Application.11  OCC 

replies to Staff’s Initial Comments in more detail below.

III. REPLY COMMENTS

A. Phase-In Recovery Bonds Should Only Be Issued With Fixed 
Interest Rates.

OCC supports the Staff’s position that the PIR Bonds should only be issued with 

fixed interest rates.12  In this regard, the Staff states: “[t]he Staff is of the opinion that 

fixed rates are necessary to ensure the consumers will benefit from the securitization.”13  

OCC agrees with Staff on this point.  The Commission should not permit the Companies 

to issue the PIR Bonds with floating interest rates, which may fluctuate up and down 

significantly with market conditions.  

The purposes of PIR Bonds are to ensure that customers achieve a guaranteed 

level of savings in financing costs, to permit EDUs to collect the deferred costs 

immediately, and to assure that bond investors are not exposed to any risks greater than 

those associated with the highest-rated bonds.  There is no evidence, or guarantee, that 

the Companies will save interest costs by issuing bonds with floating interest rates.  

Accordingly, OCC recommends that PIR Bonds only be issued with fixed interest rates.

                                                
11 Id. at 26.

12 Id. at 20-21.

13 Id at 21.
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B. Flexibility In Establishing The Terms And Conditions For The 
Phase-In Recovery Bonds To Accommodate Changes In 
Market Conditions Should Only Be Permitted Prior To The 
Issuance Of The Bonds. 

OCC supports the Staff’s position that the flexibility in establishing the terms and 

conditions for the PIR Bonds to accommodate changes in market conditions only be 

permitted prior to the issuance of the bonds.14  OCC submits that the use of PIR Bonds is 

to guarantee a certain amount (not necessarily the theoretical maximum amount) of 

reduction in financing costs (interest rate expenses) of a particular regulatory asset 

through securitization.  Such a guarantee of measurably enhanced savings to customers 

will be lost if the Companies are permitted to have flexibility in adjusting repayment 

schedule, interest rates, collateral requirements, and other terms and conditions, after the 

PIR Bonds have been issued.

C. The PUCO Should Require That The Companies Seek 
Approval Of The Securitization Structure After The Pricing 
Of The Bonds, If The Up-Front Financing Cost And/Or The 
On-Going Financial Cost(s) Exceed The Threshold Value Of 
The Estimated Costs In The Joint Application. 

Staff recommends that the Companies “seek Commission approval after pricing 

of the bonds occurs should the up-front financing cost and/or the ongoing financing cost 

exceed the estimated cost as illustrated in Exhibit C of the Application by 105%.”15  

OCC generally agrees with Staff that the Companies should seek Commission approval 

of the securitization structure if the up-front financing cost and/or the on-going financial 

cost(s) exceed a threshold of the estimated costs.16  

                                                
14 Id. at 23.

15 Id at 26. Emphasis added.

16 Id at 25-26.
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However, OCC does not agree that the amount of estimated financing costs 

provided in Exhibit C of the Joint Application be used as the baseline.  And it is not clear 

from Staff’s Initial Comments if Staff is proposing a threshold of 105 percent, or a 

threshold of 205 percent (100 percent of the baseline plus the allowed variance of 105 

percent) of the estimated financing costs to trigger the requirement of a new approval of 

the securitization structure.  In this regard, OCC objects to the use of a threshold of 205 

percent (that is approximately $99.4 million in total up-front financing costs)17 because 

applying such a threshold value of the estimated up-front financing costs can potentially 

diminish the net savings, $46.9 million, of the proposed securitization. 

Although OCC does not necessarily take issue with Staff’s proposed threshold of 

105 percent, OCC stresses that the baseline up-front and ongoing financing costs of the 

proposed securitization must be appropriately and accurately determined.  The baseline 

up-front and ongoing financing costs provided in the Joint Application must also be 

adjusted as recommended in OCC’s Initial and Reply Comments.18   

OCC does not support the estimated amounts of up-front and financing costs 

provided by the Companies in Exhibit C of the Joint Application.  The Applicants failed 

to provide supporting documents, reports, or studies to validate these estimated costs.  

OCC recommends that there should be caps placed on certain items of the up-front 

financing costs based in part on the benchmarks obtained from prior utility securitizations 

done in other states.19  The use of caps on certain financing cost items is reasonable and 

                                                
17 The 205 percent of the estimated financing cost of $48,465,099 is $99,353,453.

18 See OCC Initial Comments at 24.

19 Id.
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will ensure more benefits and measurably enhanced savings for the customers of the 

Applicants. 

The Applicants have the burden to establish that the up-front financing cost and/or 

the ongoing financing cost estimates presented in the Joint Application are reasonable.  It 

is unreasonable to expect the customers, and in particular the residential customers, to 

accept these cost estimates without appropriate documentation or analysis to substantiate 

them.   

D. The Debt Retirement Costs For Ohio Edison And Toledo 
Edison Have Not Been Demonstrated To Be Reasonable. 

OCC disagrees with the Staff’s position that the debt retirement costs are 

reasonable for Ohio Edison (“OE”) and Toledo Edison (“TE”).20  There is no evidence in 

the Joint Application to support the significant variations in the percentages of debt 

retirement costs as a percentage of debt retirement (five percent for CEI, twelve percent 

for OE, and thirty-three percent for TE) for the Companies, as presented in Table-3 of 

Staff’s Initial Comments.  Table-3 is derived from the information presented in Exhibits 

C and D of the Joint Application.

OCC recommends that the same percentage be applied as a cap for the three 

EDUs on the percentage of debt retirement costs as that of debt retired.  As explained by 

the Companies in the Joint Application, the debt retirement costs of individual debt 

securities may be impacted by changes in market interest rates as well as the terms of the 

various debt securities such as the rights of and any pre-payment penalties of retiring the 

debt securities early.21  Based on this explanation, and the fact the debt retirement of the 

                                                
20 Id. at 16-17.

21 See Joint Application at 9.
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three EDUs will be done at the same time period, OCC suggests that the same percentage 

of debt retirement costs as that of debts retired be applied.  Some variations among the 

EDUs in the percentages of debt retirement cost to debt retired can be expected, and may 

be permitted, if this variation is supported by specific information provided by the 

Applicants in this proceeding.  

A cap of eight percent should be used for all three EDUs as the percentage of debt 

retirement costs to the amount of debt retired, for purposes of this proceeding.  OCC 

recommends eight percent because it reflects a 60 percent additional allowance on the 

baseline number of five percent (debt retirement cost as a percentage of debt retired) for 

CEI, as provided in the Joint Application.  The debt securities of the three EDUs are 

expected to be retired at the same time--when the PIR Bonds are sold.  The debt 

securities that would be retired also can be expected to have similar terms regarding the 

conditions and terms of debt retirement because they are all issued by the three EDUs 

with similar financial ratings and controlled by the same parent company. 

Further, the Joint Application has not provided a valid explanation for the varying 

percentages for debt retirement costs of five percent, twelve percent and thirty-three 

percent (CEI, OE and TE, respectively). The estimated debt retirement costs for CEI are 

under the cap, and no adjustment is needed.  But the debt retirement costs, as estimated 

by the Applicants for OE and TE, should be capped and reduced accordingly. 

OCC proposes that for OE, the debt retirement costs should be capped at 

$13,221,169 (instead of the $19,910,070 estimated in the Joint Application). And the debt 

retirement costs for TE should be capped at $2,038,971 (instead of the $8,410,757 

estimated in the Joint Application).  OCC proposes an additional adjustment to the debt 
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retirement costs of TE, to account for the use of the PIR Bonds proceeds for general 

corporate purposes, in the following section.

E. Staff’s Proposal For The Uses Of Proceeds For Toledo Edison 
Should Not Be Accepted. 

The Staff recommends that TE consider investing the estimated $11 million in 

proceeds from the PIR bonds (after its debt retirement) in other types of short-term 

investments comparable to the FirstEnergy Money Pool (a short-term inter-company 

money management arrangement for FirstEnergy’s subsidiaries), if the interest rates for 

such investment alternatives are greater than the interest rate that it would realize by 

investment in the Money Pool.22  OCC does not support the Staff’s recommendation that 

the Companies may invest the $11 million of “extra funds” of TE’s securitization in other 

types of short-term investments comparable to the FirstEnergy Money Pool.  But OCC 

does not object to TE’s decision to issue the PIR Bonds in an amount greater than the 

sum of the amounts of debt retired, debt retirement costs and issuance expense, for 

purposes of this proceeding.  And OCC does not take issue with TE using the “extra 

funding” for general corporate purposes.   

However, in the case of TE, only part of the funds obtained through the proposed 

securitization is for the refinancing of TE’s deferred costs.  Therefore, it is reasonable 

that only part of the issuance expense and debt retirement costs associated with the 

securitization should be recovered through TE’s PIR charges to be collected from its 

customers. 

Based on information provided in the Joint Application, Exhibit D, OCC has 

calculated the percentage of proceeds used by TE for debt retirement ($25,487,141, or 

                                                
22 Id. at 22.
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seventy percent) and for other corporate purpose ($10,923,061, or thirty percent ).  OCC 

proposes that the issuance expense ($941,755, before any adjustments as recommended 

by OCC) and debt retirement costs ($8,410,757, before capped at the level recommended 

by OCC, and $2,038,971 after the cap,) should be allocated accordingly.  Only seventy 

percent of the adjusted issuance costs and debt retirement costs of TE should be collected 

through the PIR charges from its customers.   

F. Staff’s Initial Comments Do Not Address The Request Of The 
Applicants For A Commission Decision By August 1, 2012.

As explained in OCC’s Initial Comments, the Applicants’ request for a deadline 

of August 1, 2012 for the Commission to issue a financing order is unreasonable and 

unnecessary.23  OCC recommended that the PUCO deny the Companies’ request.24  The 

Staff’s Initial Comments do not address the Companies’ request for expedited approval.  

Any potential savings in the costs of the proposed securitization as a result of 

issuing the financing order by August 1, 2012, is minimal and speculative.  OCC 

estimates the potential savings in interest cost for doing securitization one and half 

months earlier (that is to follow the Companies’ proposed August 1, 2012 deadline, and 

assuming there is no change in interest rates of the PIR Bonds) is likely no more than 

$255,000 in net present value.  This estimation of potential savings is based upon the 

share of the net savings of $46.9 million (in net present value) over 23 years as provided 

in the Joint Application.25  

                                                
23 OCC Initial Comments at 15.

24 Id.

25 See OCC Initial Comments at 14.
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On the other hand, the potential reductions or adjustments to the initial and on-

going financing costs and interest rates on the PIR Bonds that can be achieved as a result 

of a more detailed and comprehensive review.  In this regard, additional time can be very 

significant, and can certainly outweigh the potential savings of $255,000 that might result 

from a unreasonable and unnecessary expedited schedule proposed by the Applicants.  

G. Staff’s Initial Comments Do Not Address The Requirement 
That A Financing Order Must Be Consistent With State 
Electric Services Policies, Per R.C. 4928.232. 

Under R.C. 4928.232, the Commission may not issue a financing order unless it 

determines that the financing order is consistent with state electric service policies, as 

specified in R.C. 4928.02.26  In addition, the Commission may only issue a financing 

order, assuming the financing order complies with state electric service policies, if the 

PUCO finds the issuance of the PIR Bonds and the authorization of phase-in-recovery 

charges will result in both measurably enhancing cost savings to customers and 

mitigating rate impacts to customers.27  OCC recommended in its Initial Comments that 

the standard of comporting with state electric service policies be broadly interpreted and 

applied in this proceeding.28  

Although Staff noted in their Initial Comments that securitization is authorized 

provided the Commission finds it measurably enhances cost savings to customers and 

                                                
26 R.C. 4928.232(D)(1).

27 Id. at (D)(2).  (Emphasis added).

28See OCC Initial Comments at 11. Specifically, OCC advocates that the state policies regarding (1) the 
availability of adequate, reliable, safe, efficient, nondiscriminatory, and reasonably priced retail electric 
service; (2) the protection of at-risk populations; and (3) the facilitation of the state’s effectiveness in the 
global economy, be considered and liberally applied in reviewing and approving the terms and conditions 
of the financing order as proposed in the Joint Application.  
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mitigates rate impacts to customers,29 the Staff did not address the requirement that a 

financing order must be consistent with Ohio’s electric services policy.  But the 

requirement of promoting state electric service policies is of critical importance, and 

OCC emphasizes the significance of this statutory requirement.  

H. Staff’s Initial Comments Do Not Address The Need For An 
Independent Financial Advisor. 

OCC recommended throughout their Initial Comments that the Commission 

consider hiring an independent financial advisor both to assist with achieving measurably 

enhance savings for customers and to review the reasonableness and prudency of the 

Applicants’ proposal.30  But the Staff did not make a recommendation or comment in this 

regard. 

OCC again recommends that the PUCO hire an independent financial advisor.  

Securitization is a specialized area for structuring and issuing bonds related to phase-in 

costs.  An independent financial advisor can assist the PUCO and the Companies’ in 

achieving measurably enhanced savings for customers throughout the process.  With 

regard to the similar process of hiring auditors, the PUCO has traditionally availed itself 

of R.C. 4903.24 to assess on the utility the fees of the consultant.

An independent financial advisor working for the Commission can assist with 

assuring that customers’ interests are adequately represented at the table and the issuance 

of the PIR bonds will be consistent with state electric service policies.  An independent 

financial advisor could also facilitate the development of a financing order.  This would 

provide an expert’s opinion that is independent, and separate from the Companies.  

                                                
29 See Staff’s Initial Comments at 4 and 7.

30 See OCC’s Initial Comments, generally.
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Further, an independent financial advisor could monitor the pricing of the PIR Bonds 

after the Commission issues a financing order.  At this stage, the Companies will engage 

the financial industry in an effort to sell the phase-in recover bonds.  Finally, an 

independent financial advisor will increase the likelihood that the issuance of the PIR 

Bonds will result in measurably enhanced savings to customers.

IV. CONCLUSION

The OCC, on behalf of the 1.9 million residential customers of the Applicants, 

submits these reply comments on the Companies’ proposal to securitize and collect from 

customers up to $555 million in deferred costs and to collect from customers, through a 

PIR charge, all related financing (transaction) and interest costs. OCC’s comments in 

this proceeding are directed at assuring Ohio’s electric customers receive the intended 

benefits from securitization under the new law.  

Respectfully submitted,

BRUCE J. WESTON
CONSUMERS’ COUNSEL

/s/ Kyle L. Kern_________________
Kyle L. Kern, Counsel of Record
Assistant Consumers’ Counsel

Office of the Ohio Consumers’ Counsel
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(614) 466-9585 – direct dial
kern@occ.state.oh.us
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